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and ·Vt• (F2
) . refer t ·o the t\Vo bending modes. Libr<:ltion is another motion that 

the NIl~ ion· ui1.dergoes and is characterized by ~l 'symmetry in the ord·ered .phase 

. + 
of NH

4
CI IV and NH4Br IV. ·. The vibrational frequencies of the NH4 ion would 

be independent of both temperature anq volume if the motion~were ~ompletely 

~armonic and the potent iiI contained only t~rms . quad!aticin displace~ent of 

28 
atoms. Hm>1eVel;,. one ·expec ts both the temperature · and volume dependent · 

anharmonicity to be quite large and · important in the chloride and . the bromide 

due· ·to "d:Lsorder ll and proton-halogen interat:tions. Volume dependent 

. \ 

. anharmonicity can bE! discussed in terms of microscopic or mode GrUneisen constant, 

Y~, whi~h is defined as: . 

or 
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where V., V and f3are frequency, volume and compressibility respectively. 
~ 

(1) 

Usually at ambient temperature Y. is inde.pendent of temperature, although it 
. .. ~ 

is stronglY temperature dependent near a phas~ transition and at a fe\V tenth of 
/ 

/ 

the Debye temperature. · 
,. 

j 

Anharmonicity in th~ int:ernai modes rising from proton-halogen inter-

a~t.ion . in a crystal should be evalu~ted in terms of· the free-i~~ frequ~ncies, 

intensities and · peak \Vidths. l~ the absence of free~io~ iniormation the . . . ) 

strength of hydrogen bonding is often · d~duced ·fr .om a comparison of differ~nt 

. ammonium salts. The correlation i .snot very clear; difficul tic'·s ·ar isedue to 

:changes Df ·both the distance and ionicity of the surrounding· anions .15 Invest.igation 

of the librational and l·nt.ernal nlode frequenc~es f 
L as a unction . of proton-halogen 

or nitrogen halogen distance in the same compound is perhaps a more direct 

\ apprDach to. the study, of hydrDgen bDnding effects in these ammDnium salts. 
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